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Abstract

Is tame open? No answer so far. One may pose the Tame-Open Conjecture: Tame is op
how to support it? No effective way to date. In this note, the rank of a wild algebra is introd
The Wild-Rank Conjecture, which implies the Tame-Open Conjecture, is formulated. The
Rank Conjecture is improved to the Basic-Wild-Rank Conjecture. A covering criterion on the
of a basic wild algebra is given, which can be effectively applied to verify the Basic-Wild-Ran
Conjecture for concrete algebras. It makes all conjectures much reliable.
 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Throughoutk denotes a fixed algebraically closedfield. By an algebra we mean a finit
dimensional associativek-algebra with identity. By a module we mean a left module
finite k-dimension except in the context of covering theory. We denote by modA the cate-
gory of finite-dimensional leftA-modules. For terminology in the representation theor
algebras, we refer to [ARS,R2].
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1. Tame-Open Conjecture

For d ∈ N1 := {1,2,3, . . .}, Ad denotes the affine variety of associative algebra st
tures with identity onkd (cf. [Ga1, Section 2.1]). The linear groupGLd(k) operates onAd

by transport of structure (cf. [Ga1, Section 2.2]). One remarkable result in the geom
representations is:the finite representation type is open, i.e., alld-dimensionalk-algebras
of finite representation type form an open subset ofAd (cf. [Ga1,Kr,Ge1]). Inspired by this
Geiss asked whether tame is open (cf. [Ge1,Ge2])? Of course one may pose a co
as follows:

Tame-Open Conjecture. For anyd ∈ N1, all tame algebras inAd form an open subse
of Ad .

How to support the Tame-Open Conjecture? Anobvious way is to verify it for each di
mensiond . In case 1� d � 3,Ad = {all d-dimensional tame algebras}. Thus Tame-Open
Conjecture holds for 1� d � 3. In cased = 4, one can easily determine the representa
type of all 4-dimensional algebras listed in [Ga1, Section 5]. Apply the upper s
continuity of the functionA �→ dimk Aut(A) = dimk End(A) (cf. [Kr, Proposition 6.3]),
one can show that Tame-Open Conjecture holds ford = 4 as well. However, ford � 5,
even ford = 5 only, the problem becomes too complicated to be dealt with (cf. [Hap,Ma]
Thus it seems that it is difficult to go further along this way.

Note that the Tame-Open Conjecture was also studied by Kasjan from the viewp
model theory. He proved that the class of tame algebras is axiomatizable, and finite a
tizability of this class is equivalent to the Tame-Open Conjecture (cf. [Kas]). Neverth
it seems that this cannot support Tame-Open Conjecture.

2. Wild-Rank Conjecture

A finite-dimensionalk-algebraA is calledwild if there is a finitely generatedA-k〈x, y〉-
bimoduleM which is free as a rightk〈x, y〉-module and such that functorM ⊗k〈x,y〉− from
modk〈x, y〉 to modA preserves indecomposability and isomorphism classes (cf. [C
We say thatA is strictly wild if in addition the functorM ⊗k〈x,y〉 − is full. In a natural
way, we can define notions of wildness or strictly wildness for a full subcategory o
module category over an algebra. If the algebraA is wild then we denote byrA the number
min{rankk〈x,y〉 M | M is a finitely generatedA-k〈x, y〉-bimodule which is free as a righ
k〈x, y〉-module and such that the functorM ⊗k〈x,y〉− from modk〈x, y〉 to modA preserves
indecomposability and isomorphism classes}. By [C, Corollary 2.4.3],k〈x, y〉 is a free
ideal ring. By [C, Corollary 1.1.2],k〈x, y〉 is an IBN ring. Thus the rank of a freek〈x, y〉-
module is unique. HencerA is well defined and called therank of the wild algebraA.
Similarly, we may define the rankrC of a wild subcategoryC of modA. Obviously,rA � rC .

In this paper, we do not distinguishd-dimensional algebras from points inAd . Put
Td := {A ∈ Ad | A tame} andWd := {A ∈Ad | A wild}.
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Wild-Rank Conjecture. There is a functionf :N → N such thatrA � f (d) for all
A ∈Wd .

Remark 1. In some sense, the Wild-Rank Conjecture is an analogue of the num
criterion of the finite representation type (cf. [B, Theorem]).

If an algebraic groupG acts on a varietyX then thenumber of parametersof G

on X is dimG X := max{dimX(s) − s | s � 0} whereX(s) is the union of orbits of di-
mensions (cf. [Kac, p. 71] or [KR, p. 125] or [CB2, p. 399]). IfA is a finite-dimensiona
k-algebra then the set mod(A,n) of then-dimensional representations ofA is the closed
subset of Homk(A,M(n, k)) consisting of allk-algebra homomorphisms fromA to the
algebraM(n,k) of n × n matrices. There is a natural conjugation action ofGLn(k) on
mod(A,n). PutAd,�n := {A ∈ Ad | dimGLn(k) mod(A,n) � n} andAd,>n := {A ∈ Ad |
dimGLn(k) mod(A,n) > n}.

Lemma 1 ([Ge1, Proposition 1], [CB2, Proof of Theorem B]). Ad,�n is an open subse
of Ad andAd,>n is a closed subset ofAd for all d andn.

PutA�n
d := ⋂n

i=1Ad,�i andA>n
d := ⋃n

i=1Ad,>i . ThenA�1
d ⊇A�2

d ⊇ · · · andA>1
d ⊆

A>2
d ⊆ · · · . By Lemma 1,A�n

d is an open subset ofAd andA>n
d is a closed subset ofAd

for all d andn.

Lemma 2 ([D, Proposition 2], [Ge1, Proposition 2], [CB2, Lemma 3]).

Td =
⋂
i∈N1

Ad,�i =
⋂
i∈N1

A�i
d and Wd =

⋃
i∈N1

Ad,>i =
⋃
i∈N1

A>i
d .

Theorem 1. The Wild-Rank Conjecture implies the Tame-Open Conjecture.

Proof. If the Wild-Rank Conjecture holds then there is a functionf :N → N such that
rA � f (d) for all A ∈ Wd and d ∈ N1. Let A ∈ Wd . Then there is a finitely gene
atedA-k〈x, y〉-bimoduleM which is free of rankrA over k〈x, y〉 such that the functo
M ⊗k〈x,y〉 − from modk〈x, y〉 to modA preserves indecomposability and isomorph
classes. Note thatφ := M ⊗k〈x,y〉 − : mod(k〈x, y〉, t) → mod(A, rAt) is a regular map (cf
[DS, p. 67]). Consider stratifications

mod
(
k〈x, y〉, t) =

⋃
i

mod
(
k〈x, y〉, t)

(i)
and mod(A, rAt) =

⋃
j

mod(A, rAt)(j).

Since mod(k〈x, y〉, t) is irreducible and

mod
(
k〈x, y〉, t) =

⋃
i,j

(
mod

(
k〈x, y〉, t)

(i)
∩ φ−1(mod(A, rAt)(j)

))
,

there arei andj such that the constructible subset
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X := mod
(
k〈x, y〉, t)

(i)
∩ φ−1(mod(A, rAt)(j)

)
is irreducible and dense in mod(k〈x, y〉, t). Thusφ(X) is an irreducible and constructib
subset of mod(A, rAt)(j). Consider the restriction ofφ on X and φ(X). By [Mu, Sec-
tion I.8, Theorem 3], dimφ(X) − dimX = dimφ−1(y) for somey ∈ φ(X). Take any
x ∈ φ−1(y). Since the inverse image of an orbit underφ is an orbit,φ induces a regular ma
ψ from the orbitGLt (k) ·x to the orbitGLrAt (k) ·y. Applying [Mu, Section I.8, Theorem 3
again, we have dimφ−1(y) = dimψ−1(y) = dimGLrAt (k) · y − dimGLt (k) · x = j − i.
Therefore

dimGLrAt (k) mod(A, rAt) � dimmod(A, rAt)(j) − j � dimφ(X) − j

= dimX + (j − i) − j = dimmod
(
k〈x, y〉, t) − i

> dimmod
(
k〈x, y〉, t) − dimGLt (k) = 2t2 − t2 = t2

for all t . In particular, taket = rA then dimGL
r2
A

(k) mod(A, r2
A) > r2

A. This implies that for
anyA ∈ Wd ,

A ∈Ad,>r2
A

⊆A>r2
A

d ⊆A>f 2(d)

d .

By Lemma 2,Wd =A>f 2(d)

d is a closed subset ofAd . �

3. Morita equivalence

Now we study changes of the rank of a wild algebra under Morita equivalence and
algebra. The following result implies that to prove the Wild-Rank Conjecture suffic
show it for all basic algebras.

Theorem 2. If a d-dimensional wild algebraA is Morita equivalent to a basic algebraB
thenrA � d · rB .

Proof. SupposeA = ⊕m
i=1 niPi with ni � 1 andPi, 1 � i � m, being the nonisomor

phic indecomposable projectiveA-modules. LetP = ⊕m
i=1 Pi . ThenB ∼= EndA(P )op .

Consider the evaluation functoreP = HomA(P,−) : modA → modB. Note thateP is an
equivalence of categories with quasi-inverseP ⊗B − (cf. [ARS, Corollary II.2.6.] and [AF,
Theorem 22.2]). SinceB is wild, there is aB-k〈x, y〉-bimoduleM which is free of rankrB
overk〈x, y〉 such that the functorM ⊗k〈x,y〉 − from modk〈x, y〉 to modB preserves inde
composability and isomorphism classes. Note thatP is also projective overB. Decompose
P as the direct sum of the indecomposable projective rightB-modules, setP = ⊕t

i=1 Qi .
For Qi there is a projective rightB-moduleQ′

i such thatQi ⊕ Q′
i = B. Thus there is a

projective rightB-moduleP ′ such thatP ⊕ P ′ = Bt . Further(P ⊗B M) ⊕ (P ′ ⊗B M) =
Bt ⊗B M which is free of rankt · rB � dimk P · rB � dimk A · rB = d · rB . SinceP ⊗B M

is finitely generated projective overk〈x, y〉, by [C, Theorem 1.4.1], it is free overk〈x, y〉.
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Moreover, its rank is at mostd · rB . Consider the compositionP ⊗B M ⊗k〈x,y〉 −, we have
rA � d · rB . �

From now on, unless stated otherwise,we assume that all algebras are basic.Thus any
algebraA can be written askQ/I whereQ is the Gabriel quiver ofA andI is an admissible
ideal of the path algebrakQ. For a quiverQ we denote byQ0 (respectivelyQ1) the set
of vertices (respectively arrows) ofQ. The next result implies that to prove the Wild-Ra
Conjecture suffices to show it for all minimal wild algebras. Hereminimal wild means no
proper factor algebra is wild.

Lemma 3. If I is an ideal of an algebraA andA/I is wild thenrA � rA/I .

Proof. If M is a finitely generatedA/I -k〈x, y〉-bimodule which is free of rankrA/I over
k〈x, y〉 such that the functorM ⊗k〈x,y〉− from modk〈x, y〉 to modA/I preserves indecom
posability and isomorphism classes, thenM is also a finitely generatedA-k〈x, y〉-bimodule
which is free of rankrA/I overk〈x, y〉 such that the functorM ⊗k〈x,y〉 − from modk〈x, y〉
to modA preserves indecomposability and isomorphism classes.�

4. Covering criterion

In this section, we shall provide a coveringcriterion which can be effectively applie
to provide an anticipated upper bound for the rank of a concrete wild algebra. F
knowledge of Galois covering theory, we refer to [BG,Ga2,MP].

A minimal wild concealed algebrameans a concealed algebra of a minimal wild heredi-
tary algebra. Unless stated otherwise, the wordminimalin minimal wild hereditary algebra
or in minimal wild concealed algebrais always used in the sense of [Ke1]. First of all,
provide upper bounds for ranks of some strictly wild subcategories in the module
gories over minimal wild concealed algebras.

Lemma 4. Ranks of all minimal wild hereditary algebras are bounded by a fixed num

Proof. Note that the underlying diagrams of the quivers of all minimal wild heredi
algebras are listed in [Ke1, p. 443]. Denote by|Q| the underlying diagram of the quiverQ.
Then there are at most 2|Q1| quivers with underlying diagram|Q|. Thus (up to isomor
phism) there are finitely many minimal wild hereditary algebras.�

Let A = kQ/I . For anA-moduleM we define itssupportSupp(M) to be the subse
of Q0 consisting of allx ∈ Q0 satisfyingM(x) = 0. An A-moduleM is calledsincereif
Supp(M) = Q0.

Lemma 5. Ranks of all minimal wild concealed algebras are bounded by a fixed num

Proof. It is enough to show that (up to isomorphism) there are only finitely many min
wild concealed algebras. This is clear by[U1,U2]. Here we give some details. LetA be
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a minimal wild concealed algebra of typeH . Let T = ⊕n
i=1 Ti be a preprojective tilting

H -module such thatA = EndH(T ). ThenTi = τ−mi Pi for some indecomposable proje
tive H -modulePi and some nonnegative integermi . Hereτ denotes Auslander–Reite
translation. ThusT = τ−min{mi |1�i�n}T1 with T1 = P ⊕ τ−1T2, whereP is a projec-
tive H -module andτ−1T2 has no projective direct summand. By [R2, p. 76, (6)] we h
Ext1H (T1, T1) = 0. ThusT1 is still a preprojective tiltingH -module. By [ARS, Proposi
tion 1.9(b)] we have EndH (T1) = EndH (T ) = A. Let P = He andH ′ = H/〈e〉 where〈e〉
is the two-sided ideal ofH generated bye. Then HomH (P,T2) = HomH(P, ττ−1T2) =
D Ext1H(τ−1T2,P ) = 0. ThusT2 is anH ′-module. In particularT2 is a non-sincere pre
projectiveH -module. Since there are only finitely many non-sincere indecomposabl
projectiveH -modules (cf. [Ke3, Corollary 3.9]), there are only finitely many square-
preprojective tiltingH -modules with projective summands. Therefore there are onl
nitely many minimal wild concealed algebras of typeH . By the proof of Lemma 4, the
number of minimal wild hereditary algebras is finite, so is the number of minimal
concealed algebras.�

Denote by(modA)s the full subcategory of modA consisting of allA-modules whose
indecomposable direct summands are all sincere. Note that this notation is different fro
that in [E,Han2].

Lemma 6. If A = kQ/I is a strictly wild algebra andA/〈ei〉 is not strictly wild for any
primitive idempotent corresponding to a vertexi in Q0, then(modA)s is strictly wild.

Proof. The proof is almost the same as that of [Han2, Lemma (3.1)]. Denote byK3 the
quiver with two vertices 1,2 and three arrowsα,β, γ . First of all, there is a fully faithful
exact functorF : modkK3 → modk〈x, y〉 sending(V1,V2;α,β, γ ) to




(V1 ⊕ V2)
7;




0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0




,




0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
σ 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 δ 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 α′ 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 β ′ 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 γ ′ 1 0







,

where all entries of these two matrices are 2× 2 matrices and

σ =
[

1 0
0 0

]
, δ =

[
0 0
0 1

]
, α′ =

[
0 0
α 0

]
,

β ′ =
[

0 0
β 0

]
and γ ′ =

[
0 0
γ 0

]
.

Moreover, there is also a fully faithful exact functorG : modk〈x, y〉 → modkK3 which
is defined by sending(V ;x, y) to (V ,V ;1, x, y). Since A is strictly wild, there ex-
ists a fully faithful exact functorH : modkK3 → modA. By assumption, we know tha
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Supp(H(S1)) ∪ Supp(H(S2)) = Q0, whereSi is the simplekK3-module corresponding t
vertexi. It is easy to see that bothGF(S1) andGF (S2) are sincerekK3-modules, i.e. for
eachi, GF (Si) is an extension ofSmi

1 by S
ni

2 for some positive integersmi andni . Hence
HGF(S1) andHGF(S2) are sincereA-modules. Since the functorHGF is fully faithful
and exact, it preserves indecomposability. Hence each indecomposable direct summ
eachA-module in ImHGF is an image of a module in modkK3. Thus allA-modules in
ImHGF are contained in(modA)s . Finally HGFG defines a strictly wild functor from
modk〈x, y〉 to (modA)s . �

The constantb in the next lemma is very important and will appear frequently.

Lemma 7. Ranks of(modA)s whereA runs through all minimal wild concealed algebra
are bounded by a fixed number. Supposeb is the smallest bound.

Remark 2. It should be interesting to evaluate the numberb.

Proof. It follows from [Ke2, Corollary 2.2] that modA is strictly wild. It is well known
that minimal wild concealed algebras are minimal wild in the sense of [Ke1] (cf. [U2
p. 146]). By Lemma 6,(modA)s is strictly wild as well. By the proof of Lemma 5, the
are only finitely many minimal wild concealed algebras.�

A quiver with relations(Q, I) is called afactor quiverof a quiver with relations(Q′, I ′)
if Q0 is a subset ofQ′

0, Q1 is a subset of the subset ofQ′
1 obtained fromQ′

1 by excluding
all the arrows starting or ending at some vertex inQ′

0\Q0, andI is the admissible idea
of kQ obtained fromI ′ by replacing each arrow inQ′

1\Q1 in each element ofI ′ by zero
(cf. [Han2]). Note that in this case,kQ/I is a factor algebra ofkQ′/I ′. A Galois covering
of quiver with relationπ : (Q′, I ′) → (Q, I) is said to bewild concealedif there is a finite
factor quiver(Q̃, Ĩ ) of (Q′, I ′) such thatkQ̃/Ĩ is a minimal wild concealed algebra. Th
following result including its proof is a modification of [E, Proposition I.10.6].

Lemma 8. Let π : (Q′, I ′) → (Q, I) be a Galois covering of a quiver with relations wi
a torsion-free Galois groupG and(Q̃, Ĩ ) a finite factor quiver of(Q′, I ′). Then

(1) The restrictionFλ : (modkQ̃/Ĩ )s → modkQ/I preserves indecomposability and is
morphism classes.

(2) There is a finitely generatedkQ/I -kQ̃/Ĩ -bimoduleM which is free of rank|Q̃0| over
kQ̃/Ĩ and such thatFλ

∼= M ⊗kQ̃/Ĩ − on (modkQ̃/Ĩ )s .

Proof. (1) Fλ preserves indecomposability: TakeN indecomposable in(modkQ̃/Ĩ )s and
considerN as akQ′/I ′-module. By [Ga2, Lemma 3.5], it suffices to show thatgN � N

for 1 = g ∈ G. If 1 = g then, sinceG is torsion-free,(gQ̃)0 = Q̃0. Hence Supp(gN) =
Supp(N). ThusgN � N .

Fλ preserves isomorphism classes: LetFλ(N1) ∼= Fλ(N2). Let Nj = ⊕nj

i=1 Nji be the
direct sum decomposition ofNj ∈ (modkQ̃/Ĩ )s , j = 1,2, into indecomposables. The
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by the paragraph above and Krull–Schmidt theorem, we haven1 = n2 and Fλ(N1i ) ∼=
Fλ(N2ti ), 1� ti � n1, i = 1, . . . , n1. ConsideringNji, j = 1,2, i = 1, . . . , n1 askQ′/I ′-
module. By [Ga2, Lemma 3.5], we haveN1i

∼= giN2ti for somegi ∈ G andi = 1, . . . , n1.
ThusQ̃0 = Supp(N1i ) = Supp(gi N2ti ) = gi Q̃0. SinceG is torsion-free, we havegi = 1
andN1i

∼= N1ti , i = 1, . . . , n1. HenceN1 ∼= N2.
(2) ThekQ/I -kQ̃/Ĩ -bimoduleM: For a free basis{bi | i ∈ Q̃0}, defineM to be the free

kQ̃/Ĩ -module
⊕

i∈Q̃0
bi(kQ̃/Ĩ ). We define a leftkQ/I -module structure onM as follows:

Let i ∈ Q0, s ∈ Q̃0, andσ ∈ kQ̃/Ĩ . We denote byes the idempotent ofkQ̃ corresponding
to s, and we set

ei(bsσ ) =
{

bs(esσ ) if π(s) = i,

0 otherwise.

Supposeα : i → j is an arrow inQ. If s ∈ Q̃0 with π(s) = i and α̃ : s → t is an arrow
in Q̃ with π(s) = i andπ(α̃) = α then we defineα(bsσ ) = bt (α̃σ ), and setα(bsσ ) = 0
otherwise. We claim that this is akQ/I -module action: Supposeρ ∈ I . Note that every
relation is a sum of minimal and zero relations (cf. [MP]). To proveρ(bsσ ) = 0 for σ ∈
kQ̃/Ĩ suffices to show it for a minimal or zero relationρ ∈ I . We assumeρ ∈ ej (kQ)ei

for i, j ∈ Q0. If there is nos ∈ Q̃0 such thatπ(s) = i then we haveρ(bsσ ) = 0. If there
is s ∈ Q̃0 such thatπ(s) = i then there isρ′ ∈ I ′ ∩ et (kQ′)es such thatπ(ρ′) = ρ. By
replacing each arrow inQ′

1\Q̃1 by zero, we obtainρ̃ ∈ Ĩ ∩ et (kQ̃)es from ρ′. Clearly,
ρ(bsσ ) = bt (ρ̃σ ) = 0.

Now letN ∈ modkQ̃/Ĩ ; we will show thatFλ(N) = M ⊗kQ̃/Ĩ N canonically. Since fo

any arrowα̃ ∈ Q̃ we have that(bsα̃) ⊗N = bs ⊗ (α̃N) ⊆ bs ⊗ N , the moduleM ⊗kQ̃/Ĩ N

has underlying space
⊕

s∈Q̃0
(bs ⊗ N). Let i ∈ Q0. If π(s) = i thenei(bs ⊗ N) = 0. If

π(s) = i then ei(bs ⊗ N) = (bses) ⊗ N = bs ⊗ esN = bs ⊗ N(s). So we may iden
tify ei(M ⊗ N) with (Fλ(N))(i) = ⊕

π(s)=i N(s). Now consider the action of an arro
α : i → j in Q. Let α̃ : s → t be an arrow inQ̃ with π(s) = i, π(α̃) = α and hence
π(t) = j . Thenα(bs ⊗ N) = (bt α̃) ⊗ N = bt ⊗ (α̃N) = bt ⊗ (α̃esN) = bt ⊗ (α̃N(s)) =
bt ⊗ N(α̃)(N(s)), and this is just the action ofα on the space(Fλ(N))(i). �
Theorem 3 (covering criterion). Let A = kQ/I be a wild algebra andπ : (Q′, I ′) →
(Q, I) a wild concealed Galois covering of quivers with relations with torsion-free
lois group. ThenrA � 10b.

Proof. Let (Q̃, Ĩ ) be a finite factor quiver of(Q′, I ′) such thatkQ̃/Ĩ is a minimal wild
concealed algebra. By Lemma 7, there is a finitely generatedkQ̃/Ĩ -k〈x, y〉-bimoduleM1

which is free of rank at mostb over k〈x, y〉 such that the functorM1 ⊗k〈x,y〉 − from
modk〈x, y〉 to (modkQ̃/Ĩ )s preserves indecomposability and isomorphism classes
Lemma 8, there is a finitely generatedkQ/I -kQ̃/Ĩ -bimoduleM2 which is free of rank
|Q̃0| overkQ/I such that on mod(Q̃, Ĩ )s the pushdown functorFλ

∼= M2 ⊗kQ̃/Ĩ − pre-
serves indecomposability and isomorphism classes. Consider the compositionM2 ⊗kQ̃/Ĩ

M1 ⊗k〈x,y〉 −; we haverA � rank(M2 ⊗ M1) = |Q̃0| · b � 10b. �
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According to Theorems 2 and 3, we reformulate the Wild-Rank Conjecture as follows

Wild-Rank Conjecture. Let A be a d-dimensional(unnecessarily basic) wild algebra.
ThenrA � 10bd .

Basic-Wild-Rank Conjecture. Let A be a d-dimensional basic wild algebra. The
rA � 10b.

Clearly, Basic-Wild-Rank Conjecture⇒ Wild-Rank Conjecture⇒ Tame-Open Con
jecture.

5. Applications of the covering criterion

How to support the Basic-Wild-Rank Conjecture? For concrete algebras, our co
criterion is very effective. Indeed, for a concrete basic wild algebraA given by quiver with
relations(Q, I), we can find a minimal wild factor algebraB of A. Usually, eitherB is
itself a minimal wild concealed algebra or there is an algebraC ∼= B such thatC admits
a wild concealed Galois covering with torsion-free Galois group.Thus we can apply th
covering criterion to the algebraC.

By the covering criterion, we know the Basic-Wild-Rank Conjecture holds for all w
known wild algebras such as wild local algebras, wild two-point algebras, wild ra
square zero algebras, wild finitep-group algebras, wild three-point algebras whose qu
is system quiver (cf. [R1,Han3,Han1,Han2,LZ]). This implies that all three conjecture
much reliable.

Certainly one can list many propositions analogous to the following one.

Proposition. Let A be a d-dimensional wild local algebra(respectively wild two-poin
algebra, wild radical square zero algebra). ThenrA � 10b.

Proof. Up to duality and isomorphism,A has a minimal wild factor algebraB appearing
in the list of [R1, p. 283] (respectively [Han3, Table W], [Han1, p. 98] or [Han2, p. 29
By check case-by-case, we know that eitherB is itself a minimal wild concealed algeb
or there is an algebraC ∼= B such thatC admits a wild concealed Galois covering with
torsion-free Galois group.�
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